
              
 Mega Strong - 

the most Durable!
 

 Strongest

Weakest

 The cheap plush toy

Usual cheap squeaking rubber toy 

 Fragile miniature Teacup Chihuahua strong

        Sewn nylon toys - that claim to be “rugged”

 Small dog durable

  Created for interactive play

 A really tough toy, but still vulnerable

   Long lasting and really durable

   Extremely Strong - Extremely Durable 

The line where toys end and MIGHTY   begins™

™

The ™ is designed to give 
you insight on how durable the toy you
are buying compares against another. 

Our goal is to help you purchase a 
toy suited for your dog's needs. All
of our toys are made with the same 
extreme durable construction, but 
the shape of the toy can impact a 
dog's ability to penetrate the toy 

over time.
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This Toy Is Ranked 5
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